I. THE ECLIPSE AND THE LIGHT DEFLECTION OF 1919
On May 29, 1919, an eclipse of fundamental importance would take place. Stars behind a Sun hidden by the Moon could be seen due to the deflection of light rays that passed in the gravitational field of the Sun.
Einstein arrived at the final form of the theory of general relativity in November 25, 1915, when he presented it to the Prussian Academy of Sciences. In this theory, gravitational force was exchanged for spacetime curvature. Moreover, he deduced that for light incoming from distant stars grazing the Sun's surface, the deflection of the light trajectory would be 1.75 arcseconds. Newton's theory of gravitation gave half of that value, 0.875 arcseconds, and in addition there was the possibility of having no light deflection at all in the case light would not couple to gravitation. Einstein had also showed that following his theory, Mercury's perihelion would advance in accord with the astronomical observations, this constituting an a posteriori proof of the theory, and that light would suffer a spectral redshift when it would climb a gravitational field, an experiment difficult to make. Thus, the observation of the light deflection in a solar eclipse would be the first direct proof of general relativity.
Eddington, a renowned astrophysicist from Cambridge with a deep knowledge of the theory, saw in the 1919 eclipse a supreme opportunity to test Einstein's theory of gravitation, and convinced the English astrophysicists, that in turn determined that it was high time to test that prediction. The eclipse would pass along a track of 12 thousand km from west to east approximately along the equator line. Two expeditions, carefully planned by the royal astronomer, Frank Dyson, left England in the beginning of March 1919, stopped in Lisbon and then in Funchal where they parted. Eddington went to the island of Principe with his assistant Cottingham, a handicraftsman of clocks and other instruments. They lodged at Roça Sundy, in the plantation house that belonged to Jerónimo Carneiro and had all the necessary infrastructures. The Royal Greenwich Observatory astronomers, Crommelin and Davidson, went to Sobral, installing the telescopes and ceolostats in the horse track of the city's Jockey Club since there was no race in the foreseeable future.
The eclipse of the Sun lasted 302 seconds, i.e., five minutes and two seconds. With instruments functioning at their limits, with better or worse weather, the two expeditions were a success, managed to capture photographs of stars, for which the corresponding light rays passed near the Sun, in plates that could constitute the first direct proof of the theory 3 of general relativity. With the eclipse finished, the astrophysicists returned to England to examine the collected images through instruments that measured the displacements of stars in photographic plates. Five months after, the results revealed that the observed stars near the solar disk during the eclipse were slightly shifted in relation to their normal position in the sky, in the amount predicted by Einstein's theory, i.e., 1.75 arcseconds for stars near the Sun's rim.
The results were then announced on November 6, 1919, in a meeting in the Royal Society jointly with the Royal Astronomical Society. The observations had confirmed the theory of general relativity and there was jubilation everywhere. The world now knew that the correct theory of gravitation was not Newton's theory, but instead general relativity, and Einstein turned into a celebrity around the planet instantaneously. Physics, from this moment onward, became totally relativist, one now knew that particles along with their interactions, including gravitation, obeyed without doubt the laws of relativity. This is one of the most acclaimed events in the history of science.
It was the beginning of a long and beautiful success story. Black holes, gravitational waves, and cosmology are natural, new, and major consequences of the theory. One by one these consequences were unravelled, with general relativity passing in a magnificent manner a great number of tests, the most recent and impressive being the direct detection by LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory) of the first gravitational wave in 2015. This wave, in turn, was generated by the collision at cosmological distances of two black holes of around 30 solar masses each. The theory has transformed in a fundamental way our understanding of physics and astrophysics. It is also at the root of indispensable modern technologies, as the Global Positioning System, or GPS for short, only works with the proper synchronization between the clocks in the satellites and the clocks on the Earth taking into account relativistic corrections.
Besides confirming the theory of general relativity, the May 29, 1919, event showed once more that people from different nations could unite to a common aim. At the time, the first world war had finished not long ago, and English and German scientists, represented by Eddington and Einstein, respectively, gave hands looking to a better future.
The physics and astrophysics worlds united anew this year of 2019 to praise and celebrate this event. Given the historical character of this date, several celebrations were organized. Namely, in Principe, 100 years after, there was a conference "From Einstein and Eddington to LIGO: 100 years of gravitational light deflection", that had the hallmark of the Center for Astrophysics and Gravitation (CENTRA), a research unit of Instituto Superior Tecnico (IST). The action took place from May 26 to May 30, and the stage was at resort Bom Bom, 3 km away from Roça Sundy, the locus of Eddington's observations. There was also further celebrations in Principe, Sobral, Lisbon, Rio de Janeiro, and London. As the observations were done in Principe and Sobral, it would be natural that Portuguese scientists would organize the scientific celebration in Principe, a Portuguese territory at the time. The main objective of the conference would be to celebrate this historical date to reflect the legacy left by Einstein and Eddington related to the eclipse and to discuss the impressive subsequent developments on astrophysics and gravitation. It would be a conference to tread history, share the extraordinary scientific advances, and to look into the future. The speakers would be chosen along these ideas. Taking into account that the scientific organization was from CENTRA, whose members have been developing notable research in these areas and are leaders or belong to leading international groups, several CENTRA members would be chosen as speakers, together with specialists from prestigious universities and institutions. in São Tomé and it was with enormous jubilation that we all have celebrated during the conference in Principe the 100 years of this historical eclipse. Resort Bom Bom situated by the sea shore in a marvellous place of the island with paradisiac beaches, has a seminar room surrounded by equatorial vegetation, inspiring for this conference of celebration. May 27 and 28 were dedicated to talks, in May 29 the stage was at Roça Sundy.
On the 27h there were four morning talks where the themes were experimental and observational tests of general relativity, gravitational lenses, compact objects, and numerical relativity. During the coffee break one could walk through the luxuriant nature and pho-7 tographs were taken, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . In the afternoon there were four talks about A free discussion ensued which finished at 7pm. In the evening, Tim de Zeuw of the Max Planck Institute at Garching, that was also present in the resort Bom Bom talks, gave a talk for the general public about the future of astronomy in a reception at Roça Belo Monte.
On the 28th there were seven talks dedicated to tests of general relativity and cosmology.
In the coffee breaks and in the afternoon debate there were discussions about the past and future of astrophysics and gravitation, where the historical foundation was always present with emphasis on the creative work of Einstein and Eddington. There were conversations about gravitational waves and what LIGO can still give us and what it is intended in the future with LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna) an ESA project to put satellites in space to detect gravitational waves coming from supermassive black holes and from the primordial universe. There was also a debate about unification theories, that were initiated and promoted by Einstein and Eddington, and its union with quantum mechanics, and also and was covered by the New York Times [6] . For the history and science of the 1919 eclipse see [7] . There were many celebrations all over the world, we refer to some in the following.
III. OTHER CELEBRATIONS IN 2019

A. Eddington at Sundy in Principe
For the Principe celebrations there was an extensive educational and scientific project "Eddington na Sundy: 100 years after" organized by the coordinator Joana Latas in cooperation with several entities, in particular with the Principe Regional Government. It was a project with several fronts that is intended to have continuity, see [7] . An aim of the project was to attract the attention of the Principe inhabitants to the relevance of the 1919 observations and to science in general. Local celebrations occurred from May 25 to May 30, 21019, the high point happening at Roça Sundy on May 29, where during the day national and international figures were present. In that day the population of Principe showed its great hospitality to the hundreds of participants that came from abroad. An exhibition was opened in Roça Sundy itself on the detection of light deflection. The exhibition is now permanent. Principe and Sobral joined celebrations in a videoconference. The scientific conference gladly joined this comprehensive educational and scientific project.
B. Sobral
In Sobral there was a scientific conference and a major public event from May 26 to May 31, that was in tune with the expectations and the importance of the discovery. At Rio de Janeiro National Observatory, house of its illustrious director Henrique Morize, that was present in Sobral to observe the solar corona and helped the English expedition in many ways, there was a celebration meeting in May 2019, just before the Sobral event.
C. Lisbon
E. London
In London there was a public event on November 6, 2019, organized by the Royal Astronomical Society celebrating de historical meeting of November 6, 2019, that was presided by J. J. Thomson, the man of the electron and president of the Royal Society at the time, that gathered the two societies to officially announce the results of the measurements of the light deflection by Dyson, Crommelin, Davidson, and Eddington, that confirmed Einstein's theory of gravitation.
F. Future
We hope that this May 29 date be always commemorated, with particular emphasis at each 100 years from 1919 onward, as we have done now for the first time, and that Einstein, Eddington, Principe, and Sobral be remembered in this date. It will show that gravitation theory, realized in general relativity or eventually in some other more fundamental theory, continues prosperous.
